
scop€ of issues to be addressed. Nor can one individual
span the array of issues within the broad sequence ofasset
manaSement steps suggested in Exhibit I . As a result. real
estate markel analysis as a cottage industry of generalists
is nearly over.

Conclusions

RecoSnition that market research for real estate requires
investigation of a broad front of behavioral interfaces
within economic, engineering and architectural con-
strainls is the first step toward recognition that real estate
analysis will become a clinical service of related special-
ists rather than the province of conage industry Beneral-
ists. The shift of investment capital by fiduciaries toward
real estate presages large increases in market research
budgets for both proposed and existinB income property
investment to protect the fiduciary against the con-
sequences of negligence in establishinB a marketinB strat-
egy for yield and protection of capital.

Bigger fees to protect decision makers a8ainst the con-
sequences of bigger mistakes will attract and Senerate
largerfirm activities in providing real estate market analy-
sis. For the same reason that accounting firms are taking
over appraisal firms, advertising and public relation firms
will lake over real estate markel research. Political
science firms and research divisions of large advertisinS
agencies are already playing a role in the application of
sophisticated research techniques to larBe real estate
proiect marketing problems.

Nevertheless, something is lost when those using the new
techniques are not well grounded in real estate ver-
nacular, building technique and the theology of land
planning. Therefore, a younS generation of statistical an-
alysts will ioin forces with normative and intuitive prob-
lem solvers to provide a clinical array of services as a
coordinated team of market analysts. Within that team

will be a land planner, mechanical engineer, architect,
financial analyst, political liaison specialist and one or
more market researchers. This team will support the de-
veloper as employees or as a subcontracting professional
firm. The subcontracting firm is socially preferred to facil-
itate dissemination for an understanding of the market on
a cumulative basis to multiple developers. However, cur-
rently the creation of value depends primarily on market
research that will provide a proprietary, competitive dif-
ferential leading to a confidential, in-house data base
development. The learning curve from research and the
experience curve that provides a timing edge will be key
to monopolistic op€rations of institutionalized real estate.
The result will be a greatly reduced dissemination of
research methods, findings and demonstrable successes.
Almost inevitably, market research firms providing ser-
vices to the Beneral public will evolve into development
firms for their own account because the value created
through thorough and comprehensive research is so
much Breater than professional fees currently acceptable
for the service.
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PRICINC OF REAI ESTATE BROKERACE
SERVICES ACTUAIIY OFFERED

by Donald R. Epley and Warren Banks

THE
FOR

It is important to investigate the operation of a market
where houses are bought and sold since a home is usual-
ly the largest family investment. Assuming these
purchases are aided by a real estate broker, this article
addresses the manner in which real estate s€rvices are
provided. A frequently asked question is, "Why has
price competition in the real estate commission been
replaced by non-price competition, and does this cause
an inefficient allocation of resources?" This paper pre-
sents a model for real estate brokerage charges thal fos-
ters a return to price competition.

lnefficient Real Estate Markets
M o nopo I i st i c C o m petit i o n

The real estate brokerage industry has long been charac-
terized by monopK)listic competilion. as shown in Ex-
hibit l. The industry has been easy to enter, many buyers
and sellers exist and each firm atlempts to differentiate
its product by providing unique and better service. As a
result, the Chamberlain tangency of PrQr exists which
causes the public to pay a high price and receive a lower
quantity than it would pay-receive at the purely compet-
itive price of PQ and the quantity Q.
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Emphasis on Sel/er Service

The license law in all states considers the agency
relationship to exist almost exclusively between the
seller/owner and the licensee. Although an agreement
can be contracted between a buyer/licensee, the agent
almost always represents the seller's interest in a resi-
dential transaction. "Let the buyer beware" still is domi-
nant in a real estate transaction.

Civen the emphasis upon the seller/licensee relation-
ship, the agent is taught that the bread-and-buner in-
come lies in listing. Placing a seller's property under
contract gives the agent the right to locate an eligible
buyer, builds an inventory to show potential buyers and
provides a shared commission if an agent from another
firm sells the property. Since commissions are higher
when the agent sells a property from his/her own in-
ventory, the emphasis remains upon first, listing and
second, showing and selling one's own listings.
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Payment fot Successful Services Only
The agent is paid only when a property is sold; un-
successful services are unrewarded. For this reason, pro-
spective agents are taught in their prelicensing and
postlicensing courses to qualify the purchaser early in
the buying process by assessing their motivation and
ability to purchase. A buyer who is simply shopping can
have high motivation but insufficient income/assets to
qualify for a loan, or they may possess a casual anitude
but have the ability to buy.

Free Rider

Since many real estate firms charge a commission for
their wide range of services, the industry suffers from the
free riderr problem. For example, ABC Realty free rides
on the markel development of DEF Realty when the lar
ter provides uncompensated benefits. This occurs when
DEF gives the customer more knowledge and informa-
tion lhrough individual counsel and/or advertising, but
the buyer still purchases a home from ABC because of a
lower rate. The usual method used to address this issue
is the legal concept of abandonment.

Abandonment

All prospective aBents are taught to determine if the
buyer is qualified to buy and not release them by failing
to provide service. lf an agent can prove the buyer was
not released when a sale is concluded, a claim can be
made for a share of the commission from the listing
broker.

An agent typically abandons a buyer when lhey con-
clude the buyer is just shopping, has insufficient assets
or cannot make a decision. Abandonment occurs when
the agenl's expected marginal revenue from the sale be-
comes less than the expected mar8inal cost. Having
made this decision, the agent releases any claim to a
commission should the buyer begin again with a second
agent and makes an offer on a property shown by the
first agent. ' This point of law has been used by agents lo
claim a commission or part of one in order to recover
their expenses. ASents are taught by their brokers not to
abandon a prospective buyer, physically or emotionally,
during waking hours until all the possible avenues of
purchase are exhausted. Civen this, an iSnorant but se-
rious buyer has little opportunity to gain education and
lower the variance of commission rates by shopping
around among real estate offices.

lnexperienced and Uninformed Agents

Prospective agents may satisfy the prelicensing educa-
tion requirement by taking various courses ranging from
college credit hours in real estate to private business
school cram courses taken before lhe examination.
Once licensed, an a8ent in most states has the option of
continuinB his/her learning through optional continuing
education courses offered through the Realtors@ trade
association. t

ln addition to inadequate prelicensing educational re-
quirements and predominately voluntary continuinB
education requirements, the course work taken typically

EXHIBIT 1

Monopolistic Competition and
Chamberlain Equilibrium

LonS Run Average Total
Cost

D

Pr

P

DD=
D'D'=

PE=

Q,QD,D
demand curve facing retailer under restricted entry
demand curve facin8 retailer under free entry
lowest point on the long run averaSe total cost curve
demand curve facing retailer under free entry with a
homogeneous p.oduct

do€s not concentrate on salesmanship and brokerage.
Real estate only recently has become a topic worthy of
academic sludy as evidenced by the scarcity of schools
offering the subjecta and the absence of real estate
course work in the curriculum of the more prestigious
schools.5 The need for academic programs has contrib-
uted to a lack of real estate research which usually
accompanies instruction. Real estate journals also are
few in number and typically do not emphasize the high-
er level of abstract reasoning required by the more pre-
stiBious publications. Until recent, the texts used in these
courses were basically institutional, historical and topi-
cally oriented. A student would learn a Sreat deal about
the history of the FHA and the details of a deed, but
would not acquire the needed background from an an-
alytical decision maker.

Most of these academic courses and many of the trade
courses cover technical topics such as finance, law, ap-
praisal, investment and management, but do not teach
salesmanship and brokerage. The prevailing attitude is
that these subiects are not academic but topics for con-
tinuing education courses and appropriately left to the
individual firms and brokers. Also many private trade
schools provide instruction for the licensing exam,
however, the two main testing services, ETS and ACT, do
not cover this topic.6 Thus the beginning agent has very
linle instruction on how to work wilh a client.z

Once a student passes the licensing exam and becomes
an agent, he/she is immediately placed in direct contact
with the public and instructed to obtain a listing, counsel
the seller on market trends and the correct listing price,
present an offer to the seller, write a counteroffer and

area residents so the ultimate land use plan from the
outset avoided river bank development and the other
clich6s of recreational land. The attractions of the Kenai
were apparent, and consumers would come under any
rules and conditions imposed by local constituents. Land
use of any type is first dependent on collective political
approval, and therefore real estate concepts must first be
marketed to those who control the political process.

Promotional Research

Promotional rerarch is defined as investigation of media
channels, messages and subliminal codes that com-
municate and motivate the customer. ln the case of real
estate, the product is so big it envelops the customer as a
primary media using forms, colors, textures as well as
spatial layouts to communicate sensitivity to the needs of
the prospect. While merchandising and political research
identify the potential irritalions and misfits of prospect to
existing real estate accommodations, promotion is con-
cerned with communicating how the propos€d real estate
enterprise combination of space, time, service and
cosmetic anributes will reduce irritation for the activity to
be enclosed. lrritation is both technical and perceptual
and stems from the following four fundamental motiva-
tions: l) desire to avoid physical discomfort in
accommodatinB lhe p€rson to the environment; 2) in-
centive to profit by reducing economic inefficiency in the
use of people and resources in order to improve net
spendable cash flow or transferable wealth; 3) need to
reduce anxiety and stress for physical well being; 4) need
for enhancement of status and social well being.

Biological evolulion indicates surviving organisms are
those which specially adapt so the necessities of survival
are accomplished by using less energy, incurring less
stress and enjoying more relaxation and comfort. Sim-
ilarly, real estate that survives contributes to the enclosed
establishment in much the same way.

Technical irritation, which has historically stimulated im-
proved planning, is the obiective of merchandising re-
search, while perceptual dissatisfactions existing in the
mind of the beholder can be diffused and exploited by
means of promotional research. Better merchandising
may improve the speed of elevator service in an office
building, while promotional research may place mirrors
at the elevator floor slop to distract those who might
otherwise perceive the elevators to be slow.

lntegration of Market Methods and Available Talenx
The four convenient dichotomies of real estate market
research in the previous section interact with the forma-
tion ofstrateSic hypotheses and finally strategic programs
for the real estate asset manager. Appropriate techniques,
budgets and objectives of each category of markel re-
rarch shift over the timeline of the real estate asset
management problem. A preliminary effort to indicate
the sequencing and changing conlent of real estate mar-
ket research studies over time is provided in Exhibit 1, a
matrix of development staging and research objectives.
Exhibit 2 provides a matrix of research techniques now
utilized in market analysis classified as models of truth,

beauty and chance. No mention is made of obsolete
terminology such as highest and best use studies, feasibil-
ity analysis or other similar nonspecific types of consult-
ing products.

Naturally, the utilization of the more sophisticated mar-
ket research techniques is somewhat cyclical as methods
and formats become identified with innovators and suc-
cessful real estate entrepreneurs. Entrepreneurial egos,
cash budgets and time pressures have tended to prefer
research models based on truth by assertion or intuitive
beauty, rather than carefully crafted statistics of be-
havioral research. The emergence of more elaborate
techniques is highly correlated to the appearance of high
rates of compound interest and saturation of generic
space markets so profit margins and survival depend on
monopolistic market and pricing. Low cosl data process-
ing was a timely and coincidental aid to this shift of
entrepreneurial aftitudes towards research. Real estate
needs to break the stereotyp€ of report titles and norma-
tive formats as well as the presumption that appraisers do
market research. Nothing in appraisal training relates to
decision theory for enterprises in the real world or mod-
ern methods of gathering and interpreting data to facili-
tate these decisions. Real estate analysis is no longer an
exercise in modeling of real estate futures with normative
and inluitive models with a generic format and a narrow

EXHIBIT 2

Ceneralized Allocation Of Market Research Methods
For Real fstate Asset Management
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amenity ne€ds, and to specify levels ofeffective demand.
(According to a Chicago builder, the market for two-
bedroom townhouses may be subdivided amonS l3
different family status groups.) The objective is always to
define a subset with the highest level of interest in the
subject matter to maximize survey response rate and
intensity of execution of survey formats. Various devices
may be used deductively to make the scope of empirical
research manageable, cost effective and directly involved
with market prosp€cts. Prospect lists may include com-
parable building tenant rosters, crisscross telephone di-
rectories and yellow sections, professional lists, street
directories, subscription lists, license numbers, etc.
Merchandising research is also concerned with an in-
ventory of supply that is determined to be competitive
and therefore defines the competitive standard of attri-
butes taken for granted by the consumer. At the same

time, empirical research of the prospects will strive to
identify the competitiveedBe and motivational appeals to
overcome inertia and to permit monopolistic pricing for a
specific time, place and group.

Political Research

Political research is defined as primary research of speci-
fied subses of political decision makers and their con-
stituents in order to anticipate and influence legislative
decisions, commission rulings and anitudes of specific
political persons and blocs. Projects must b€ marketed to
collective consumers to minimize the generation of polir
ical resistance to the project by inadvertently providing
features or marketinB themes that stimulate ne8ative po-
litical action. The only project with buildinS permits on
the Kenai River spent its research budget on identifying
the environmental concerns and design preferences of

generally satisfy the needs of the buyer and the seller.
The usual reaction of a novice is to assume that a large
quantity of unknown duties and skills must be performed
on a typical sale because these thinBs are done by col-
leagues in order to earn a living from commissions.
When the broker tells the beginning agent to char8e a

certain percentage for lhe commission (determined not
by what other firms are doing but derived from the firm's
own cost analysis)8, it is done with a lack of understand-
ing that there are still more services to be performed for
the client.

As the novice becomes experienced, a learning curve
be8ins to operate. But the young aBent is not Boin8 to
decrease the price of the service unless mandatory since
they are providing a professional service. This is much
like purchasing a new car and offering the list price. The
sales agent is not Soing to lower the price until the buyer
offers a lower price.

From an educational point of view, a new agent is often
ignorant of the service mechanics involved in brokerage
while older agents do not want to lower commissions
unless forced; add to this the concept of client ignor-
ance. The maiority of buyers are ignorant of the steps
involved in a real estate transaction to make a rational
decision on the substance of the service provided, An
analogy would be the spectator who enters a basketball
game at the half. He regards himself an expert on the
subject and uses that information to make decisions con-
cerning the whole game. Unless the client has sufficient
experience to cover all the steps, invest the time in read-
ing a decision-making textbook, or take a principle
course, their information is Boing to be minimal.

Promotion Of Price Competition

U nbundling the Commission
Price competition in real estate brokerage fees would be
enhanced if the industry moved to identify and charge
for the services that are actually performed by the
agent.e Currently an agent views the whole spectrum of
salesmanship and brokerage as an available market and
may not anempt to specialize. The specialized agent in
the U-S. is in the minority among real estate firms. An
agent should identify the exact services he/she renders
for a client and then assess a charge-

It is necessary to identify the exact services performed by
an agent for a seller/owner. The primary task is to locate
a buyer who is ready, willing and able to purchase the
prop€rty. The seller interp.ets this performance as a
marketing function. The agent locates a buyer, qualifys
him,/her, shows the property, locates financing and re-
mains in a fiduciary relationship by following the seller's
instructions with respect to price, occupancy, possible
rental, personal property not included, etc- This function
is legally interpreted to mean that a payment is owed the
agent when a bona fide offer is presented to the seller for
the asking price that covers lhe exact lerms in the lisling
contract.r(t

For example, Exhibit 2 illustrates the range of services a

seller might require. lf the seller were completely un-
informed about any real estate transaction details, he/
she would probably want to utilize all of these services
and pay a set o( fees equivalent to a full commission. lf
the seller knew an attorney who could perform part of
the required work, the services could be appropriately
reduced.

Assume a situation where the house listed for $80,0OO,
sold for $75,000 and the seller had used all the a8ent's
services including the mana8emenl of the property after
it was vacant. The agent agreed to a fee of $3,100 for all
the services. The fee is not based upon what any other
firm is charging, but comes from the firm's cost fiSures
for what is needed to provide the seller with all the
required services. This type of price structure would pro-
mote price competition since the firms could determine
their comparative advantage and specialization. The
agent would charge according to comparative advan-
tage, and the client would only pay for what was
needed. lf the agent wants to pay another broker for
selling the property or for placing it in multi-list, that
decision is made in consultation with the client. Furlher-
more, the seller identifies this service and pays a fee for
it, and if the client doesn't want a coop€rating a8ent, he
doesn't pay for it. Under the present commission struc-
ture, the s€ller pays the total commission regardless of
who sells the property or per{orms any service.

Unbundling the commission forces a firm to determine
its comparative advantage, to specialize and charge a
compelitive fee relalive to cost. Current non-price com-
petition is replaced with price competition. Since there
are many firms in the market, an equilibrium similar to
the one achieved with pure competition may be
approximated.

The six characteristics of the current real estate broker-
age industry are addressed in the following manner:

a. Monopolistic Competition: Unbundling will
cause a lower price and higher quantity similar to
the equilibrium under pure competition provid-
ing the firms don't raise their fees to maintain the
same level of revenues. This should change
when, for example, one or more advertise that a
qualified buyer will be found for a fee of $1,50o
regardless of the property's market price.

b. Payment for lJnsuccessful Services: The industry
has long wanted to equate its professionalism
with other service professions such as attorneys
and accountants by charging upfront for their ser-
vice regardless of the outcome. This follows the
concept of charging for legitimate problem-
solving that may not involve a sale. ln all likeli-
hood, some fees could be charged for contract
preparation and seller/client negotiation while
others would remain on a contingency basis paid
only when a sale occurs. Both types of fees
should foster competition.

c. Free Rider; The chance for uncompensated bene-
fits lessens.

EXHIBIT 1

Objectives And Subiects For Real Estate Market Research
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ll. Locate a Buyer (S€ller) Who is Ready, Willin8. and Able

a. Use All Forms of Advenising to Contact Potential Buyers (Sellers)

Cash Expenditu.es (newspape6, leners, radio, magazines, etc.)

Noncash Expenditures (phone calls, pErsonal visits, etc.)

b. Write Contract of Sales and Supervise the Escrow Account

c. Show Property

d. Present Offers

e. Rew.ite Counte,offe./Offer Contracts

f. Arrange Financing for Buyer (Seller)

lll. Manage Property

a. Supervision While Vacant

b. Supervision While Renting

lV. Settlement

a. Prepare Relevant Senlement Statements and lssue Checks

V. Payment to a Cooperating Agent for Locating a Buyer (Seller) and

Use of Multi-List

Cha'tes
l. $ l0OO total

antagonist relationship, the protagonist researcher must
carry out some degree of research for data that will con-
tribute toward a reduction in resistance, avoidance of
resentment, dissolution of misinformation and motiva-
tion of constructive response. The responsibility of mar-
ket research for the real estate enterprise only recently has
been correctly expanded to include every aspect of anti-
cipation and control of the behavioral interfaces which
represent in total the external forces shaping the enter-
prise and the internal communications within the enter-
prise which shape its response.

Market Rerearch {or Public Planning

Although market research always has been identified by
consumerism, market research also has become a major
data input for planning in the public sector. Planning, like
management of a real estate enterprise, is an effort to deal
with sets of interactinB problems as a whole. The new
emphasis in planning, as Ackoffa has suggested, is not iust
dealing holistically with a number of interacting prob-
lems, but doing so with a persp,ective orientation. Market
res€arch is now the planners' (rather than their own) way
to discover the perspective that is appropriate, and the
market momentum which can be harnessed to advance
public plans. Planners have learned to give public seg-
mentswhattheywantratherthanwhattheplannerswant.
Planners compete for capital by tapping demand gener-
ated cash flows rather than pillaging tax revenues. Thus,
market research has been expanded to serve the external
forces imposing on the real estate enterprise by research-
ing the collective social ethics, values and peer group
perceptions that influence the political process of provid-
ing entitlements by means of land use control and capital
allotments from both public funds and regulated capital
markets as a precondition of any private real estate
enterprise.

Formal and informal survey research is required of large
and small constituencies, including: contiguous property
owners; orSanizd neighborhood-tenant associations;
constituencies sharing common interests such as age,
school children, religion, professions, etc.; community
power structure and media bias; formal pnlitical district
boards and councils; public boards regulating communi-
ty infrastructure; public boards regulating financial
institutions.

While the search for market opportunity may be in re-
s€archinS the degree of effective demand for a specific set
of benefits, access to that opportunity depends on first
marketing the idea to those who fear they may pay so that
others may benefit. The cosubenefit impact study is a
whole new class of market research for products and
services with high public profiles-such as real estate,
medicine, transportation and energy.

Classification Of Market Research Forms

Convenient classifications for marketing research are
somewhdt arbitrary cale8ories of compelitive slrdtegy
formulation, market, merchandising and political re-
search and promotional studies- These categories parallel

the enterprise decision process for which the data is
required.

l. SettinS enterprise goals, talents and opportunity
search standards (competitive strategy studies)

2. Reviewing trends to identify suitable opponunity
areas (market study)

l. SelectinS a consumer target group within an oppor-
tunity area (merchandise study)

4. FormulatinS a technical program to capture the
opportunity

a. Securing entitlement in the public sector (politi-
cal research)

b. Defining competitive standards and conditions
required for entry (competitive proiect analysis)

c. Finding competitive differentials in the private
sector (consumer research)

5. lmplementing the program designed to capture the
opportunity (promotion studies)

6. Operating lhe proSram over time to realize the
goals of the program

7. Cenerating feedback of data with which to modify
and improve implementations of numbers 1 6.

Note that marketing research in some format is involved
in all seven steps except the implementation and oprerat-
ing phases called Property Development and Manage-
ment. These phases are omitted only because the feed-
back process is separated from operations.

Market Research

Market research is defined as research of secondary data
sources to define trends, patterns of geographic
fragmentation and clusters of market segmentation which
scale the size of any enterprise opportunity and provide a
link between site and marketplace. Shifts in the demand/
supply equilibrium of space/time units will be derivative
of chanSes in: demographic trends; psycho/social value
trends; available investment capital allocations and inter-
est cost trends; technological trends; environmental
trends; ener8y cost impact trends; locational preferences;
income redistribution through federal fiscal budget and
tax policy.

Secondary data are seldom in appropriate scale for a
proposed project and must therefore be disaggregated
into a series of smaller subsets by a variety of devices
initially generated by primary research. The circumfer-
ence of a trade area, suMivision of demographic data by
a8e, income or marital status, or subsets of aggregate data
by psychographic lifestyle preferences are all examples of
refining the focus of market data to search out a specific
tar8et subset, consistent with enterprise goals and
monopolistic marketinB.

Merchandisi ng Research

Merchandising research is defined as primary research of
specified subsets of customers and competitive supplies
in order to confirm appropriate ratios {or the disaggrega-
tion of agBregate dala to identify location, space and
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d. Abandonment: The use of abandonment would
be reduced or completely eliminated.

e. Uninfotmed and lnexperienced Agentsi ABents
would become more proficient since they would
be specialists similar to other professions.

l. Uninformed Euyers: With the reduced use of
abandonment, the buyer would be able to shop
around and select the optimum service. Referrals
would be based upon the depth of the service
provided as opposed to the breadth of the service
which may vary in quality.

Use Of Fees 8y Other Professions

Litigation has surrounded both the fees and commissions
charged in other professions. Though similar to a com-
mission, the architect's practice of charging a percent of

cost has b€en judicially upheld.'r lt also is true that in
noncriminal litigation an attorney may agree to charge
only if the outcome of the case is successful and at a
percent of the amount recovered. This arrangement is
more like a commission than a fee. Nevertheless, most
legal work is performed for a stated dollar amount re-
lated to the quantity of work done and the costs to be
covered while still allowing for a margin of profit. For
example, the reasonableness of an attorney's fees has
been held lo depend in parl upon the anorney's over-
head expenses.r2 Other items lo consider inciude the
time and labor required in performing the work, oppor-
tunity costs occasiond by accepting employment, ac-
cepted customary fees for similar work, the results
obtained and the altorney's experience and
reputalion.rl Attorney5 seem to have abandoned fixed
minimum fee schedules that might or might not fully
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Samples Services Available and Charges
Scwkes Availeblc

l. Counsel the Client

a. Explanation of the Eusiness and Sale of Firm's Coodwill and Reputation

b. Market Analysis of Trends to Determine List Price

c. Determine the Condition of the Property for Ma.ketability

Arrange for Professional Home lnspection/Warranty

d. ldentify Critical Property-Neighborhood Factors lnfluencinS Value

Such as fasement, Water, Sewer, Zoning. Schools, Traffic Law
e. Suggest and Arrange the Eest Financin8 for Marketing the Property

f. W.ile the Listing Contract

c

t

f.
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light because the concept was elegant, and it was
only years later that empirical data supported the
model. Models based on beauty are not always
persuasive since beauty is in the eye ofthe beholder
or communicated by means of the aura and
trustworthiness of the communicator. For example,
Ceorge Writer segmented the upper end of the
Denver single-family housing market as the Cucci
shirts, the Pendletons and the Brooks Brothers'
button-down. The Ray Ellison folks depend on Pro-
fessor Lazlo and lifestyle groups.

3. Behavioral models of chance exploit the increasing
credibility of statistics in scaling, forecasting and
ranking consumer preferences. Statistics can b€
inductive, generated from focused primary re-
search instruments, honest in measuring the degree
offuzziness in the resolution of focus and abused in
terms of power to communicate disinformation be-
tween enterprises.

Six Critical Elements of a Model
Whichever model genre or format is selected, there are
six elements to the model, the research and the decision
that may follow. These are recognized as: 'l) the question
that needs to be addressed; 2) data availability with plaus-
ible relevance; 3) the hypothesis with which to edit,
structure and focus the data on the question; 4) skills of
the analyst that can be applied with reliability and under-
standing of the opportunities and pitfalls; 5) the decision-
makers' ability to convert the inferences of the research
model to appropriate action; 6) cost effectiveness of the
modeling process relative to the economic significance
and risk of loss in the action taken.

As a general observation, models concerned with ex-
ternal aggregate forces tend to be fragmented, deductive
and oversimplified because the complexities are so great,
research budgets so small, time is in such short supply
and the larger systems are not yet well understood. The
science of meteorology has more data points than it can
manage, and its models still tend to rely on assertions and
logic to bridge the Baps in understanding. Nevertheless,
the weather cycle is reasonably predictable and so is the
demand and supply for carefully defined real estate units.
Even basic models provide an adequate basis for timing
picnics and office buildings, spring planting and ground
breaking. Disappointment with aggregate data most often
occurs because the user misfits the data to the problem
and not because the basic model never anticipated some
unique phenomenon.

On the other hand, with internal, controllable variables,
the real estate market analyst has the means to develop
inductive, statistical models with a great deal of reliability
in the control of internal decisions relative to the enter-
prise response to external forces. An explosion of soft-
ware systems simulates parking demand by hour, day and
season correlated to building tenancy. Energy consump-
tion can be correlated to building shape, materials and
site orientation. Linear programming models optimize
elevators. installations, land use mix and all the other
controllable design variables and financing options. Of

course, there are si8nificant dangers in too much preci-
sion on data-rich small problems and data-poor forecasts
subject to wide ranges of variables. ln some ways, today's
market research techniques suffer the same problems as
the excitement over the Ellwood technique two decades
ago, when capitalization rates could be computed to six
decimal places, but only two significant numbers were in
the normalized net income forecast.

Still, the scope and format of real estate market research is
limited only by the inventiveness of the researcher in
modeling new connections of easily available data points
and then capitalizing on these market insights throughout
the hierarchy of roles for market research.

The Functional Concerns Of Market Research

The real estate enterpris€ must market concepts, credibil-
ity and coop€ration, as well as product, to three major
sets of enterprises. ln order of importance these groups
are consumer enterprises, public infrastructure enter-
prises that provide entitlement and offsite networks of
supporting services and finally reactive enterprises sup-
plying capital, expertise and material. Consumer enter-
prises are further subdivided among thos€ who actually
rent or buy, those enterprises which coalesce temporarily
to influence political decisions and future users who must
be anticipated in the flexibility of product adaptation to
changing times or who will be represenled by self-
appointed proxies for environmental conservation.

Market Research Oblectives
Although random interactions of these groups and the
interplay of their negotiations may be of interest to the
market researcher, critical questions to be answered by
market research models must focus on the following ba-
sic topics which represent the building blocks of market
strategy and positioning: potential market gap opportuni-
ties consistent with enterprise abilities to capture that
particular segment; profile of prospect psychographics;
proportion of population meetinS prospecl profile; pro-
file of competitive supply meeting prospect needs; pro-
portion of supply historically provided in each period
(absorption rale); product and service standards (defining
competitive standards); product and service differentia-
tion (providing comp€titive edge); product and service
pricing matrix; potential elasticity of revenue; pace and
phasing of production, including economics of scale re-
quired for pricinS; penetration required into prospect
profile group as a percentage of period supply (capture
rate); profile of political power segment within entitle-
ment process; psychographics of the votinB con-
stituencies determining entitlement; preconditioned
mindset of the capital sources financing the real estate
dec ision; psychograph lcs of the enterprise's person nel in
terms of suitability to the task at hand.

Other Peripheral Oblectives of Research

Real estate marketing research is systematic information
gatherinB from investigation of any factor influencing
communication, persuasion or specification of needs and
dissatisfactions amonB the various interacting decision-
makers. Wherever there is a potential protagonist/

cover the costs of a particular anorney due to the likeli-
hood of price-fixing allegalions under the antitrust
laws.la

Similarly when physicians charge for their work they
consider custom, nature and seriousness of the case, the
amount of attention given to the patient, the professional
skill required and the end result of the medical
services.r5 Accounlants' fees alrc are generally related
to the amount of time spent, however accountants have
been required to forfeit their fee ii they overstep the
bounds of their profession by practicing law without a
license.r6 Commodity and stock brokers charge a com-
mission, and this practice has resulted in litigation. A
broker was found to have violated the Robinson Patman
ActrT by lowering his agreed commission in order to
permit the sale of a particularly large order at less than
the established price charged other customers for the
same goods.rs ln a similar case, a reduction in commis-
sion was held not to be an antitrust violation if it was
,ustified by cost differences.re Another situation that has
been held not lo violate the antitrust laws was the seller
Sranting a quantity discount to purchasers of shares in a
mutual fund.2o Further, a court originally held that the
fixing of uniform minimum commission by members of
the New York Stock Exchange was beyond the scope of
the prohibitions of the antitrust laws, 2r though this prac-
tice was later abandoned in favor of the presenl use of
negotiated commissions which, like the fee structure
proposed in this paper, presumably covers costs and a
negotiated profit. The alleged excessiveness of pordolio
management fees has been litigated often under an
allegation that a high fee wastes the assets of the share-
holders, and usually without success on the pan of the
plaintiff.r2 An annual charge of l/2 of 1 percent of net
assets has been judicially upheld, though fees of three
and even four times this amounl are not presently
unknown.2'

Thus, some professions (such as stockbrokers) charge
commissions based on selling price while others (such
as accountants, attorneys and physicians) charge a fee
calculated to cover the cost of the work actually per-
formed. lt is lrue the latter's services are nonbrokerage in
nature, but that is no reason to assume legal problems
would occur if a broker's compensation was direclly
related to the services performed. Purveyors of services
are enlilled to charge a reasonable amount and courts
seldom have been unwilling to pare what they perceive
as unreasonable whether stated in dollars or a percent-
age of dollars. Much of the litigation, especially in the
antitrusl area, surrounds a8reements lo fix uniform rates
and anempts to charge different amounts that are not
relaled lo cost differentials. A negotiable brokerage fee
for services performed thal is designed to cover costs
and provide a comp€titively determined excess, is not
likely to involve legal pidalls.

Other Research

Bartlettii gave two recommendations for increasing
price competition in real eslate brokerage commissions.

The first eliminated a fixed split commission among
coop€ratinS brokers and simultaneously allowed only
the dissemination of information for compensation
offered by the listinB broker to any selling broker. The
second removed any restrictions for broker access to a
multi-list service. lf these two recommendations are im-
plemented together, Bartlen argues, the industry should
experience an increased incentiye to compete with price
while still maintaininB the advantages of the shared
rights information pooling system. The protection of
rights in transactions would remain and withdrawal from
the shared system would still mean isolation from the
fragmented market.

Fred Case25 arSues that the single price within any mar-
ket reflects a competitive pressure which pushes all firms
to a minimum cosl of production. Barllett uses Stigler's
classic article26 lo argue against Case's observation by
statinB (from Stigler) the @ssibility of a dispersion above
a dominant competitive price exists when there is im-
perfect information on price options. ln such a case, the
minimum costs of production establishes a f/oor. ln the
real estate brokerage business, according to Bartlett,
there is a ceiling with occasional deviations downward
that are not consistent with a comp€titive price that has
deviations r aused by uncerlainly.

Crockett and Yinger2T substantiate Bartlett's argument
that availability to the information in multi-list is ger-
mane to enhancing price competition. Yinger goes furth-
er and su8sests the creation of a multi-list represents an
unambiguous Bain to society provided it does not es-
tablish market power for specific firms.

tvaluation
Two points must be examined with respect to the follow-
in8 three recommendations involving increased dis-
semination of information from multi-list. First, almost
all MLS boards operate within urban areas, give mem-
bership to all brokers who pay their fees and agree to
abide by the bylaws, are aware of antitrust implications
and recent court cases and still charBe commissions that
are not competitive. A major study2s of principal brokers
within one state revealed the commission was set by an
abstract notion of cost, and the brokers who responded
to the survey reported they did not know the specific
amount of costs per transaction.

Second, a large number of real estate transactions do nol
pass through ML5. For example, a newly listed property
such as a house, farm or business in first class marketing
condition, will probably never enter MLS since it will
sell without advertising. Also, in a state that is basically
rural, multi-list or6anizations may be few in number.

A third point is not as easily documented. The brokers
initiating the creation of a MLS never do so to dis-
seminate information to a potential competitor. Aside
from the statements about servicing the public, the typic-
al reasons privately given are to eliminate open and net
listings and to mitigate unethical practices over which
little local controlexists. An unethical broker is expected
to abide by MLS bylaws if they are a member. Civen
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these points, our premise is that switching from a com-
mission structure to a fee structure would work for areas
with and without a MLS. Bartlett's two recommenda-
tions would not achieve the desired result of increased
comp€tition because of the reasons already mentioned.
This paper recommends that real estate firms charge for
services provided using internal costs of op€ration as a
basis for fees. This would establish a floor on compensa-
tion since a firm could not assess a charge that was less
than its marginal cost. A deviation in fees would appear
in an upward direction since some firms are ignorant of
their costs and would charge more than they should to
an unknowing client who pays them while the well es-
tablished firms might want to charge more for their
reputation and community position.

We argue Bartlett is incorrect in his statement that it is

difficult to believe the costs of selling a $90,00o house
are more than selling a $10,000 house. To counter Yin-
Ber's statement that charSinB a commission is price dis-
crimination, the following observations are offered l<r

show substantial cost differences do exist in the sale o{
homes in different price ranges. Other things equal, the
number of buyers who can afford the down payment
and payments on the $90,000 property are fewer in
number than lhose who can afford the $30,000 prop-
erty. The agent will have a larger investment of time and
advertising budget when locating a qualified buyer for a

higher priced home. lt is not difficult to gather data
which illustrates the more expensive homes in most
communities are on the market for longer periods than
the inexpensive homes, assuming other market con-
ditions are equal. lf the recommendation in this pap€r is

adopled, the agent would be forced to establish a direct
relationship between the firm's costs and the price of the
property.

Bartlen finds no relationship between local wage levels
as a measure of the broker's time and the local broker-
age rate level. A relationship would not be expected
since he used the average weekly earnings of production
workers to indicate the value of the agent's time. For
many years the real estate industry has maintained they
are a profession which provides a service for a commis-
sion. The correct study would be to establish a relation-
ship between the dependent variable of an agent's total
commission and a number of independent variables
such as price of the property, selling costs incurred by
the aBent and the number of hours spent on each service
provided in Exhibit 2. This statistical relationship be-
tween commission and time spent on each service could
then be compared to similar figures for other pro-
fessions. Civen this argument, the services and charges
would be expected to vary with the price of the property,
and the derived demand for real estate brokerage would
be sensilive lo maior adjustments in the dominant
market.

lmplementing fees

A question still unanswered is how can the firm imple-
ment a fee given the longevity of the commission charge

and its popularity among competing firms? Our argu-
ment is that it will not be imposed by a reSulatory agen-
cy. The profit motive will encourage brokers to move in
the direction of fees for several reasons. One of the argu-
ments already discussed is that educated brokers have
expressed a desire to charge fees a5 a supplement to the
commission. Many brokers, especially thos€ in commer-
cial sales, consider themselves to be problem solvers
who earn a significant percent of their earnings from
assisting clients with the financial arranBements for their
prop€rty that may not involve a sale. This is especially
true during the current era of creative financing and bal-
loon notes where the seller has extended financing to a
willing buyer who cannot satisfy the contractual debt
service. Neither wants a sale, but they do need counsel-
ing from a highly skilled specialist. Some evidence of
this movement to a supplementary fee has been seen
within the Century 2'l commercial and investmenl soci-
ety. Brokers are encouraged to place a clause in the
standard listing contract which requires the client to pay
either a fee if the client's problem is solved without a

sale or a commission with no fee i{ a sale occurs.

High interest rates curtail sales, but the number of prob-
lems increase since the client still has a desire to sell or
buy housing. This situation creates a tremendous need
for counseling which may or may not involve a sale.
During these times, a highly educated and experienced
real estate aBent can provide advice which typically has
not been available from an anorney or accountant.

Two recent studies2e have tested the deterrent effect of
Sherman Act litigation upon the subsequent pricing be-
havior and profitability structure of firms. Although these
studies covered manufacturing firms and firms charac-
terized by oligopoly, we conclude that the perennial
possibility of antilrust liligation and its horrendous ex-
pense must have created an incentive for the ex-
perienced broker to seek sources of revenue other than
the vulnerable commission. Since the real estate field
has a long history of anlitrust cases, the knowledgeable
broker is aware of avoidinB innocent conversations
about commission structures. The broker must have an
incentive to assess the client a fee based upon costs and
to diversify the firm's revenue structure by finding other
sources o{ income as opposed to solely relying on the
sales commission-

Conclusions

The paper has argued that price competition in real es-
tate brokera8e commission rates will not exist until each
individual firm starts negotiatinB a fee with clients to be
charged for the performance of the services rendered.
Each firm would still maintain the incentive to acquire
an inventory of listings and to cooperate since a known
fee negotiated with the client was determined in
advance. Firms would not charge less than their margin-
al costs and this would establish a floor on rates and still
leave room for deviation above the minimum for firms
who wanted to charBe for reputation, quality and com-
munity standing.

of consumers with a unique unfilled product and localion
requirement (market gap) and a point in time when sup-
ply alternatives are limited (market window). Because
discount rates contain a lower load for market risk, the
ultimate obiective is to stabilize cash flows and maximize
values.

The Rea/ tstate Enterytise

The goal of imperfect competition is consistenl with an
enterprise management and systems view of the real es-
tate process, and the appeal of real estate to the entrepre-
neurial m ind - particularly if one believes the firm
should prevail to some degree over socializinS and col-
lectivist {orces in the environment. ln general, abstract
characteristics of an enterprise are that it is an organized
undertaking with rational Boals and standards which con-
tinually screen opportunities consislent with goals, focus
limited resources on selected opportunities, and formu-
late, implemenl and operate programs to capture the
perceived opportunities. ln the dynamic process one
writer2 has postulated that:

l. The form of an enterprise, in terms of both its physi-
cal configuration and social behavior, eventually
represents a negotiated consensus between two
general sources of power-the power o{ the envi-
ronment to dictate form and behavior of the organi-
zation and power of the organization to decide for
itself what will be its characteristics and behavior.

2. Real estate is a space-time unit with physical form
and a service enterplise with intangible formats
intended to enclose a social activity so as to
minimize the adverse influence of external forces
and maximize the internal goals of the activity to be
accommodated. Parameters of space and time are
set by political entitlement.

3. External forces determining the configuration and
behavior ofthe real estate are goals ofthe collective
political forces, anticipations of future users,
motivations of producer groups and preferences of
those control ling infrastructure enterprises. These
forces define the context within which require-
ments of potenlial real estate occupancies can be
met. These forces limit both the choices of the
ultimate consumer and lhe ultimate solutions put
forward by the real estate enterprise responding
knowledgeably and sensibly lo a group decision
procesS.

Market Research The lntelligence Cathering Unit

Real eslate market research is called to provide informa-
tion for real estate enterprise decision-making in the
general areas of:

'1. Defining the framework of external factors having
ascertainable influence on the Beneration of cus-
lomers and revenues for lhe enterprise, i.e., power
l<.r shape produr Uservice/price.

2. lnventory of strengths and weaknesses of the
decision-making enterprise which must influence

the enterprise deciding its product characteristics
and marketing behavior.

3. Classification of factors having influence on cus-
tomers and revenues as controllable or uncontrol-
lable because of the presence or absence of skills
available to the enterprise to manipulate external
factors and control internal talents.

4. Providing cost effective data for decisions relative
to controllable variables influencing customers
and revenues.

The patterns of these decisions generally emerge as a set
of initial marketing premises, hypotheses, assumptions
and design controls on the proiect that are referred to as
strateSic and tactical positioninS. StrateSic positioning
generally relates to how the enterprise will utilize or
neutralize uncontrollable, external market forces. Tacti-
cal positioning has to do with implementation of the
strategy through manipulation of the controllable var-
iables in a specific market situation. Strategic planninS
might try to provide housing for the elderly as a growing
cohort in lhe market pushed by circumstance to relocale,
while tactical planning might market supporting services
and lifestyle in congregate housing while avoiding nurs-
ing care responsibilities.

Market Research And Modeling Market Behavior

Real estate market research is ultimately behavioral re-
search, but still a science not an arl. Other sciences have
less data than real estate. lndeed, real estate and urban
planning seem to be inundated with plausible data
points, and the problem is to discover the panern and the
causal factors leading to the @wers of forecasting. There-
fore, market research is nol aimless, but rather is focused
on defining hypotheses, confirming assumptions and
contributing facts which in turn provide the enterprise
with a strategic and tactical position in the markelplace
with strong, monopolistic overtones.

Models of Market Eehavior

To simplify the structure and analysis of behavioral re-
search on economic matters, it is typical lo provide a
model of relationships that is, in essence, a hypothesis
about market segmentation, motivation and the elements
that combine to create effective demand. Models for
behavioral research and enterprise decision have been
characterized by Dilmore as based on truth, beauty or
change.l

1. Models based on truth reflect normative premises
about economic motivation and simple decision
criteria such as optimizinS. Truth tends to make
clear distinctions between market factors and
merchandising tricks of promotion. Models based
on truth tend to rely on proof by assertion, are
deductive and basically rely on secondary data
such as Reilly's gravitational models of retail draw.

2. Models that stem from beauty are intuitive, reflec-
tive of sensitivity from a person's experiences and
gain credibility from elegance. As Dilmore pointed
out, E = MC2 was initially based on the speed of
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IDENTIFICATION AND DETINEATION OF
REAL ESTATE MARKET RESEARCH

by lames A. Craaskamp, CRE

Every real estate project is a cash cycle enterprise which
depends on customers willing to spend dollars in their
own self-interest. Not only is each real estate pro,ect an
individual enterprise, it is also a subsystem within a net-
work of collective interdep€ndent enterprises, each of
which must be persuaded that their own needs and goals
are furthered by interfacing with certain real estate.

ln the broadest sense, market research investiSates any
factor influencinB communication, persuasion or
recognition of needs and motivations in the transactional
interface of enterprises in the real estate network. This
includes local political controls on entitlement to new
entrants, the bargaining power of customers and sup-
pliers and changing land use patterns and technologies
affecting land use.l

ln the narrower sense, market research is concerned with
securinS a customer's commitment to the enterprise with
a high degree of predictability to control the variance in
cash flows, gromh in values and other indices of financial
performance derivative of a customer. To paraphrase
Peter Drucker, once business has created a customer,
everything else it does may be redundant. Certainly the
critical element of a business strate8y is coping with
competition-

Markel Enterprise And Monopoly
ln a market system, free enterprise is the arl of creatin8
one's own monopoly, at least for a moment, in the mind
of the customer for partial protection a8ainst price com-
petition and the necessity of sharing a limited market.
Free enterprise, as the art of creating one's own monopo-
ly, leads to the following premises for this essay:

ProieJ'Dt t&res A. Cr..*.t tp, Ph.D., CRt, SREA, is chatman ol Real
tstate and U d.an Land Economics at the Unrve^ ity ol Wisconsin Sch(nl
ol Eusiness and a yincipal if} therearestaleconrulinglirm of Landmatk
Research ,nc. He presently is researching the hasbility of appraisal
standatds for pension lund asset managers, and is a board member o{
F itst Asset Realry Adviso6, a rcal eslale fund managet and a subsidiary
ol the Fist Bank of Minneapolis.

NOTTS

l. white (11)

2. The lartesl number of ethics complaints heard before any local
Board o{ Realtors Ethics Committees lhrouShout lhe U.S. concerns
disputes and commission splits amon8 aSenls.

l. The Nalional Associalion of Real [state licensin8 Law Ofiicials
includes a summary of educational requternents by slate in its annual
reporl.

4. see CaniSrn and Wardrop (8, p.l4).
5. For a listing of schools teaching real eslale, see Carrigan and

Wardrop (8, pp. 75-94).
6. tor example, see the 1981"82 Eulletin of lnlomation lot Awlt-

canljr Real frtate l,censinS fxaminations, Educalional TestinS Service,
Princeton, N.l.

7. A recent trend arnonS real eslale principles texls has been lo
include informalion on $e subiects of brokerage and salesmanship.
see lexts with copyri8hl dal6 of l98O or after such as [pley and
Rabianski (5) and floyd (7).

8. Realeslate brokers have learned thal antilrust lilitation might be
avoiH by (a) eliminatinB al, conversations with olher agentsconcern-
in8 commissions and (b) settinS thet commissions lotally on the basis
of their own firm's cost analysis.

9. The adea of charging fees in th€ real estate business was 5u8-

8ested by Yinger (12, p.601).
lo. Comrnon pedagoSy holds lhat th€ aSent earnr lhe cornmission

when a buyer is found who is ready, willing and able to purchase the
property accordin8 to the terms in th€ listinS contra.t- The a8ent re-
ceiveJ the coanmission at closin8.
ll. Spitz v. Brickhouse,I lll.App.2d516, l2l N.t. 2d I l7 (1954).
12. Harner v. Tuffy, 143F.2d44712dCn.1944) ($6,750feeheld nor

unreasonable for 1,200 hou6 of work in thal app.orimately 30%
would be needed lo cover overhead).
ll. ABA Model Code ol Pro{essional Responsability OR 2-106 (B}.

14. Coldfarb v. viBinia Srate Bar, 421 U.S. 773, rch.den. 423 U.S.
886 (1975) (held minimum fee schedule prescriH for litle ex-
aminations thal violated Sherman Act).

15. Spencer v. w6t, 126 5.2d 421 (ta.App.l96o) (physician's fee
deem€d excessive and reduced by coun from $1,939 lo $650). AppaF
e6lly physi.ians have been excluded frorn applicability of state anli-
lrusl slatute condemnin6 the fixing of prices for "commodities,' Rolf v.
Kasemier, 140 lo\rra 182, I l8 N.W. 276 (1908); one who would pur-
sue this anlitrust issue should read -Applicatron ol the Antittust Laws to
Antitompetitive Activiliei of Physicians,' lO Rul8ers L. Rev. 991
lt977l.

16. Agran v. Shapiro, 127 Cal. App. 2d 8{)7. 273 P. 2d 619 (1954).

Of interest, however, is Ryan v. Kanne, 170 N.W. 2d 395 (lowa 1969)
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i,

'I . For products, monopoly requires at least one ele-
ment of control in terms of raw material, location
and political entitlement, relevant design, unique
service, control of distribution channels or good
timing.

2. For services, monopoly requires control of the cus-
tomer through behavioral conditioning, or con-
sumer inertia toward an opporlunity to change
habits.

J. Realestate is a combination ofproduct and service,
and therefore real estate monopoly has the Breatest
number ofoptions to exploit when shaping market-
ing efforts of the firm.

4. The long lead time required to change supply to
meet demand creates unique opportunity for de-
veloping a monopoly by decision-making finesse
relative to politics of location, timinB of financing
and delivery and forecasting of demographic shifu
and changing consumer preference.

Marketing research involves any investigation that per
mits focusing of a real estate project on selecled segments
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